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Abstract. Spatial autocorrelation (SAC) is a common feature of ecological data where observations tend
to be more similar at some geographic distance(s) than expected by chance. Despite the implications of
SAC for data dependencies, its impact on the performance of species distribution models (SDMs) remains
controversial, with reports of both strong and negligible impacts on inference. Yet, no study has comprehensively assessed the prevalence and the strength of SAC in the residuals of SDMs over entire geographic
areas. Here, we used a large-scale spatial inventory in the western Swiss Alps to provide a thorough assessment of the importance of SAC for (1) 850 species belonging to nine taxonomic groups, (2) six predictors
commonly used for modeling species distributions, and (3) residuals obtained from SDMs ﬁtted with two
algorithms with the six predictors included as covariates. We used various statistical tools to evaluate (1)
the global level of SAC, (2) the spatial pattern and spatial extent of SAC, and (3) whether local clusters of
SAC can be detected. We further investigated the effect of the sampling design on SAC levels. Overall,
while environmental predictors expectedly displayed high SAC levels, SAC in biodiversity data was rather
low overall and vanished rapidly at a distance of ~5–10 km. We found low evidence for the existence of
local clusters of SAC. Most importantly, model residuals were not spatially autocorrelated, suggesting that
inferences derived from SDMs are unlikely to be affected by SAC. Further, our results suggest that the
inﬂuence of SAC can be reduced by a careful sampling design. Overall, our results suggest that SAC is not
a major concern for rugged mountain landscapes.
Key words: correlograms; Mantel; Moran; mountains; spatial autocorrelation; species distribution models; western
Swiss Alps.
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INTRODUCTION

et al. 2002). In this case, spatially structured environmental factors such as geomorphology or climate are responsible for the spatial structure in
species distribution data (Legendre et al. 2002,
Diniz-Filho et al. 2003). Both types of SAC can be
found in natural settings, and while their relative
contribution may vary, both have been shown to
generate complex spatial patterns, for example,
spatial synchrony in population dynamics (Liebhold et al. 2004). Interestingly, while dispersal is
putatively a major driver of SAC, most previous
studies usually investigated spatial patterns in
SAC using a measure of Euclidean distance
between sampling plots (Fortin and Dale 2005,
Borcard and Legendre 2012). While this measure
might be appropriate for some taxa (e.g., birds),
it is likely a poor descriptor of dispersal pathways for other taxa dispersing on the ground
(e.g., reptiles). Least-cost modeling can be used
to identify routes with the lowest cumulative
resistance between target locations on a landscape (Adriaensen et al. 2003) and may reveal
new insights about SAC.
SAC can be seen both as a source of information about spatial patterns and processes and as
a methodological issue (Diniz-Filho et al. 2003).
The latter arises because autocorrelated observations are less informative than independent
observations implying that a new sample point is
not carrying one complete degree of freedom
(Fortin and Dale 2005). The lack of independence
among observations can be problematic for statistical analyses, because if the pattern remains
present in the residuals, then one of the key
assumptions that residuals are independent and
identically distributed is violated (Dormann et al.
2007a, b). In regression analyses, SAC causes the
variance to be biased downward, which can
affect model parameters and increase type I error
rates (Dormann 2007). The impact of SAC on
model parameters has been highlighted in multiple studies (Bini et al. 2009, Hodges and Reich
2010) and can have strong implications for model
predictions (Kühn 2007). Nonetheless, other
studies have shown that SAC does not necessarily induce bias (Diniz-Filho et al. 2003) and that it
has a relatively small effect on model parameters
and predictions compared with other factors
(Thibaud et al. 2014).
In this study, we aim to provide the ﬁrst regional assessment of the importance of SAC across

Assessing how species occurrence or abundance varies across space and along environmental gradients is a long-standing goal of ecology,
recently revived by an increasing interest about
the consequences of global change on biodiversity (Bellard et al. 2012, Guisan et al. 2017). Species distribution models (SDMs) have been
widely used for this purpose (Guisan et al. 2017)
and for a number of related applications including conservation planning (Rodrı́guez et al. 2007,
Guisan et al. 2013) or estimating the potential
distribution of species under various scenarios of
climate change or of habitat fragmentation
(Peterson et al. 2011, Guisan et al. 2017). SDMs
are empirical models relating the occurrence or
the abundance of species at known locations to a
set of environmental variables characterizing
those locations (Guisan and Zimmermann 2000).
When constructing SDMs, several sources of
uncertainty associated with both the data and
the methods can be introduced into the modeling
framework (Elith et al. 2002, Thuiller et al. 2019).
Among them, spatial autocorrelation (SAC) is a
recurrently reported concern because it violates
the assumption that model residuals are independent, which could limit the predictive capacity of models (Cablk et al. 2002, Segurado et al.
2006, Dormann 2007).
SAC is frequently found in ecological or environmental data and characterizes the fact that
locations tend to be more similar (e.g., in terms
of species occurrences and/or physical characteristics) at some geographic distance(s) than
expected by chance (Legendre and Fortin 1989,
Legendre 1993). In the literature, two main types
of SAC are commonly considered: the one
caused by endogenous processes and the one
induced by exogenous processes (Legendre and
Legendre 2012). In the endogenous case, the spatial pattern is a result of contagious population
processes such as growth, reproduction, dispersal and mortality (Kendall et al. 2000, Liebhold
et al. 2004). It is known as true SAC (Legendre
et al. 2002) or inherent SAC (Fortin and Dale
2005). SAC generated by exogenous processes
results from independent responses to autocorrelated environmental gradients and is often
referred as induced spatial dependence (Fortin
and Dale 2005) or spatial dependency (Legendre
v www.esajournals.org
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Ezcurra 2003), we expect the level of SAC to be
low over the study area, although local clusters
of SAC (Anselin 1995) may be present. If endogenous processes are causing SAC, one can expect
taxonomic groups with high dispersal abilities
(e.g., insects) to display SAC over a larger spatial
extent than taxonomic groups with lower dispersal abilities (e.g., fungi, bacteria). This should be
particularly the case when considering a measure
of distance that accounts for dispersal costs.
Based on previous studies, we expect environmental predictors to show high levels of SAC
(Koenig 1999). Nonetheless, we expect taxa’s
presence–absence data to display low to moderate levels of SAC owing to the rugged topography of the landscape, although some species
may still display substantial levels of SAC.
Finally, we expect residuals from SDMs to display low levels of SAC for most taxa, owing to
the inclusion within the modeling framework of
relevant environmental predictors, which have a
direct impact on the physiology of the taxa.

multiple taxonomic groups in a study area where
intensive species distribution modeling has been
carried out in the past years (Dubuis et al. 2011,
D’Amen et al. 2015). For this purpose, we use
presence–absence data collected for 850 species
or genus belonging to nine major taxonomic
groups (plants, bumblebees, lepidopterans,
orthopterans, fungi, bacteria, protists, amphibians, and reptiles; see Mod et al. 2020). These
data were collected within an interdisciplinary
research program conducted in the western
Swiss Alps (http://rechalp.unil.ch). Since the taxonomic resolution varies across taxonomic
groups (owing to the poorly known taxonomy at
the species level for microorganisms), we hereafter use the more general term “taxa” for the
sake of clarity. Because SAC can be assessed in
different ways (Dormann et al. 2007a, b), we use
multiple statistical tools from different R packages to evaluate (1) the global level of SAC across
the study area, (2) the spatial pattern (i.e., how
SAC varies with distance between sampling
plots) and the spatial extent of SAC (i.e., the distance at which SAC levels off), and (3) whether
local clusters of SAC can be detected. These evaluations are performed on four types of variables:
presence–absence data collected for 850 taxa,
quantitative data for six predictors characterizing
environmental conditions at the sampling plots,
and residuals obtained from SDMs ﬁtted with
two different algorithms to the 850 taxa’s
presence–absence data with the six predictors included as covariates. Multi-species presence–absence data are also frequently used to
assess how the composition and the structure of
communities are changing along environmental
gradients (i.e., beta diversity; Legendre and De
Cáceres 2013) using multivariate analyses (e.g.,
MANOVA, RDA, variance partitioning) that are
also sensitive to SAC (Legendre et al. 2008, Cao
et al. 2019). We thus also evaluate whether the
dissimilarity in community composition displays
evidence for spatial structuring for each taxonomic group. Finally, we investigate whether the
sampling design can inﬂuence SAC by comparing our results (which are based on a particular
sampling design; see below) with SAC levels
computed on a dataset not following any sampling strategy.
Because mountains usually display strong
environmental heterogeneity (Garcillán and
v www.esajournals.org

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study area
The study area is a priority area for interdisciplinary research at the University of Lausanne. It
is located in the western Swiss Alps (Vaud,
Switzerland, 46°100 –46°300 N; 6°600 –7°100 E) and
is covering approximately 700 km2. The region is
formed by alpine meadows, forests, and agricultural lands including crop ﬁelds and pastures. It
is characterized by a large elevation gradient,
ranging from 375 to 3210 m. The climate is temperate with annual temperature and precipitation varying from 8°C and 1200 mm at an
altitude of 600 m to −5°C and 2600 mm at
3000 m (Bouët 1985). A detailed description of
the study area is provided at http://rechalp.unil.c
h and in Randin et al. (2006). The average distance between sampling plots is 15 km (SD =
8.2 km; Appendix S1: Table S1).

Datasets
Reptiles and amphibians.—Observation points
for reptiles and amphibians were obtained from
the database maintained by infofauna—karch
(http://www.karch.ch/karch/de/home.html). Following the target-group approach (Phillips et al.
2009), we transformed this presence-only dataset
3
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ITS1_Hiseq dataset (97% threshold). The dataset
contains presence–absence information for 190
taxa. For a detailed description of the methods
and dataset, see Pinto-Figueroa et al. (2019).
Bacteria.—In addition to the 103 plots sampled
for fungi, soil from additional 155 plots was sampled following the same strategy as the one
deﬁned for fungi. Composition of bacterial
assemblage was determined by metabarcoding
of the V5 hypervariable region of the 16S rRNA
gene with Illumina HiSeq sequencing, followed
by clustering and taxonomical assignment at the
97 % similarity threshold using the gg_13_8 database from Greengenes as a reference. Within the
258 sampled plots, 758 taxa were detected. For a
detailed description of the methods and dataset,
see Yashiro et al. (2016, 2018).
Protists.—Out of the soil samples collected
from the 258 plots, 220 samples were investigated for protist composition. The metabarcoding of the V4 region of the ribosomal RNA small
subunit gene was done by MiSeq Illumina, followed by clustering and taxonomical assignment
using the trimmed PR2 database. Within the 220
samples, 496 taxa were detected. For the detailed
description of the methods and dataset, see Seppey et al. (2019).
Environment.—For all considered plots, we
extracted six environmental variables commonly
used to model species distribution: the annual
mean temperature (Tmean), the annual temperature range (Trange), the annual precipitation sum
(Psum), the topographical position index (Topo;
describing the position of plots in a gradient
from ridge to hollow), the slope (Slp), and the
potential amount of annual solar radiation
(Srad). The three climatic variables were
extracted from MeteoSwiss (meteoswiss.admin.ch) at a 1-km resolution covering the period
1981–2010, and subsequently downscaled to 25m resolution by incorporating elevation information (see CHclim25 in https://www.unil.ch/ec
ospat/en/home/menuguid/ecospat-resources/da
ta.html). Speciﬁcally, we used local regressions of
temperature as a function of elevation to estimate
the temperature-elevation lapse rate using 1-km
resolution data in a 5 km radius moving window. Then, we applied this lapse rate to downscale temperature at 25 m using a 25-m digital
elevation model. Given the rugged topography
of the study area (i.e., adjacent pixels of 25 m can

into a presence–absence dataset by assuming that
a taxon was absent if it did not occur in plots
where other taxa were detected. To increase the
reliability of absence observations, the reptile
dataset was complemented with ﬁeld observations collected during summer 2016 (Pittet 2017).
This ﬁeld campaign aimed to better examine
zones where absence observations were reported
and at possible distribution boundaries. For reptiles, the dataset contains 12 taxa observed over
1144 locations, while for amphibians, the dataset
contains information for 14 taxa observed in 133
locations.
Plants.—The vegetation dataset contains presence–absence data for 795 vascular plants surveyed over 909 plots of 4 m2. The plots were
chosen following a balanced random-stratiﬁed
sampling design (Hirzel and Guisan 2002),
implemented here by subdividing the study area
into environmental strata based on elevation,
slope, and aspect, considering only regions outside of forested areas, and ensuring a minimum
distance between plots of 150 m. This design
ensures a more even sampling along the main
environmental gradients, leading to better estimates of species’ environmental response curves
(Hirzel and Guisan 2002).
Insects.—Insects were sampled in 50 × 50 m
plots centered on the coordinates of the abovementioned vegetation sampling plots to increase
the chance of capture for highly mobile species
that can ﬂy away from the sampled plots. For
orthopterans and bumblebees, 202 plots were
sampled (Pradervand et al. 2013, 2014a), while
208 plots were available for lepidopterans (Pellissier et al. 2013). The sampling was performed
during the active hours of insects (10:00–17:00)
under good weather conditions (i.e., little wind,
sunny, and temperatures above 15°C). In total,
the dataset contains presence–absence data for
41 orthopteran, 29 bumblebee, and 140 lepidopteran taxa.
Fungi.—Soil from 103 plots centered on the
coordinates of the above-mentioned vegetation
survey plots was sampled at the four cardinal
points and in the center of a square of 2 × 2 m
encompassing the 1–5 cm topsoil. Composition
of fungal assemblage was determined by
metabarcoding internal transcribed spacer 1
(ITS1), with Illumina Hiseq sequencing, followed
by closed-reference clustering against the
v www.esajournals.org
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have a difference in elevation up to 243 m), temperature can vary substantially even at a scale of
25 m (i.e., up to 1.13°C), suggesting that this resolution is appropriate to map climate for species
distribution modeling in this mountain region
(see also Pradervand et al. 2014b). While this
downscaling procedure likely reduces SAC in climatic variables relative to their original resolutions, it was necessary to accurately represent the
climatic variability within the study area (Pradervand et al. 2014b). The three topography-related
variables were derived at 25-m resolution from
digital elevation models (Federal Ofﬁce of
Topography; swisstopo.ch). For further information on the calculation of environmental data, see
Dubuis et al. (2011), Descombes et al. (2016), and
https://www.unil.ch/ecospat/home/menuguid/ec
ospat-resources/data.html. Note that insect data
were sampled in 50 × 50 m plots, whereas predictors have a 25-m resolution, thus potentially
causing a scale-mismatch problem (Guisan and
Thuiller 2005). To check whether this could be a
problem, we used focal windows to calculate
average environmental values for the eight cells
surrounding focal pixels (i.e., where sampling
took place). We found that environmental values
in surrounding pixels were highly correlated
with the values of the focal pixel (Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcients ranged from 0.92 to 0.99), indicating that climatic conditions are rather
homogeneous around sampled plots. Given that
the sampled plots are located in topographically
homogeneous sites, our results are unlikely to be
strongly affected by this scale-mismatch
problem.

analyses were performed in R version 3.6.3 (R
Core Team 2019).
Species distribution models (SDMs).—For each
taxa, we used presence–absence information
together with environmental values extracted
over the sampled plots to ﬁt SDMs with two
algorithms using the biomod2 package (Thuiller
et al. 2019). Speciﬁcally, we ﬁtted a generalized
additive model (GAM) and a generalized linear
model (GLM) using the default settings of
biomod2. Both models were ﬁtted with a binomial distribution and only included additive
effects. Quadratic terms were considered for
GLMs, while the number of smoothing terms
was directly estimated from the GAM algorithm.
A stepwise selection procedure based on AIC
was used to remove unimportant predictors from
GLMs. After running the models, we extracted
the residuals for SAC analyses.
For each taxa, we evaluated model performance using the area under the ROC curve
(AUC; Swets 1988). Speciﬁcally, we performed a
cross-validation procedure based on repeated
split sampling (80% for calibration and 20% for
evaluation) with 10 runs to evaluate both the predictive power (average AUC over the 10 evaluation runs) and the goodness of ﬁt (average AUC
over the 10 calibration runs) of the models. Note
that while evaluation metrics suggest a lack of ﬁt
for some taxa (e.g., AUC close to 0.5 on the calibration dataset), which can be problematic if the
purpose is to predict taxa distributions; we considered all taxa for our assessment of SAC. To
check whether this lack of ﬁt can inﬂuence SAC,
we performed linear regressions between AUC
values (independent variable) and SAC estimated on presence–absence data or on SDMs’
residuals (dependent variables).
SAC in presence–absence data, environmental
predictors, and SDMs’ residuals.—Presence–absence
data, environmental predictors, and SDMs’ residuals are all univariate vectors. Overall, 2604 of
such vectors were tested for SAC: the 850 presence–absence variables, the six environmental
predictors extracted at the sampled plots for each
of the nine taxonomic groups (totaling 54 variables), and the 850 residual variables extracted
from the two SDMs (totaling 1700 variables).
Because various statistical approaches and R
packages can be used to assess SAC and because
there are no rules of thumb regarding which

Statistical analyses
To assess SAC within communities, we
included all taxa with more than 10 occurrences,
meaning 12 reptiles, 5 amphibians, 344 plants, 26
orthopterans, 20 bumblebees, 90 lepidopterans,
126 fungi, 409 bacteria, and 315 protists. For SAC
analyses on presence–absence data and SDM
residuals, we only considered taxa with more
than 30 occurrences throughout all sampled
plots, as recommended (Legendre and Fortin
1989) and classically done in SDM analyses (Randin et al. 2006, Dubuis et al. 2013). This selection
resulted in 11 reptiles, 3 amphibians, 201 plants,
10 orthopterans, 14 bumblebees, 50 lepidopterans, 57 fungi, 288 bacteria, and 216 protists. All
v www.esajournals.org
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SAC in community composition.—To investigate
the global level of SAC over the study area, we
performed Mantel tests between a matrix of ecological distance and a matrix of geographical distance for each taxonomic group. For the latter,
we used both Euclidean and topographic distances, while for the former, we considered two
dissimilarity measures classically used in the literature for presence–absence data: Sørensen and
Jaccard. To investigate the spatial pattern of
SAC, we computed spatial correlograms. All
analyses were performed using the packages
vegan, ncf, and ecodist.
Inﬂuence of the sampling design on SAC.—To
investigate the extent to which SAC is affected
by the sampling design, we re-evaluated the global level of SAC on presence–absence data, environmental predictors, and SDMs’ residuals using
a gridded dataset containing a subset of the species considered above. This dataset does not
follow any sampling strategy. It is a grid with a
100-m2 resolution where observations mostly
come from volunteers. As for reptiles and
amphibians, we used the target-group approach
(Phillips et al. 2009) to generate absences from
this presence-only dataset. We found 202 species
in common between the two datasets including
six reptiles, three amphibians, 39 lepidopterans,
10 orthopterans, and 144 plants. Predictors were
upscaled to a resolution of 100 m to match with
the resolution of this dataset. SDM runs and
residual extractions were performed as described
above. SAC was measured using the package
spdep with differences between the two datasets
evaluated using the Mann–Whitney U-tests.

approach/package to use, all analyses were
repeated using different packages to evaluate the
robustness of our results to this choice. Signiﬁcance was assessed with 500 permutations, and
p-values were adjusted for multiple testing using
Holm’s correction.
To evaluate the global level of SAC, we used
ﬁve R packages: ade4 (Dray and Dufour 2007),
ape (Paradis et al. 2004), ecodist (Goslee and
Urban 2007), spdep (Bivand and Piras 2015), and
vegan (Oksanen et al. 2015). While these packages differ in how spatial weights are accounted
for and the method used to assess the degree of
spatial dependence among sampling plots (e.g.,
Moran’s I or Mantel tests; see Table 1), they all
provide a statistic varying from −1 to +1 with
zero indicating an absence of SAC.
To assess how SAC varies depending on the
distance between plots, we computed spatial correlograms using four packages: ecodist, ncf
(Bjornstad 2019), pgirmess (Giraudoux 2016),
and vegan. While the four packages provide
measures of correlations in discrete distance
classes, the package ncf also estimates the spatial
dependence as a continuous function of distance,
thus providing a ﬁner assessment of the spatial
dependence pattern. This package also returns a
statistic indicating the distance at which SAC is
equal to zero. We used this statistic as a measure
of the spatial extent of SAC.
We computed local indicators of spatial association (LISA; Anselin 1995) to study how SAC
varies locally over the sampling area and
whether we can detect clusters in the spatial
arrangement of sampling plots. For this purpose,
we used the packages ncf and spdep and
extracted the proportion of plots with signiﬁcant
LISA to evaluate the importance of this phenomenon over the study area.
The packages vegan, ecodist, and ape can
include non-Euclidean distance matrices, which
are interesting to consider in mountain landscapes where Euclidean distance is a poor
descriptor of dispersal routes. We thus repeated
our analyses where these packages were used
(i.e., global level of SAC and spatial correlograms) using a measure of topographic distance
between plots. Topographic distance was
computed from a digital elevation model at a
25-m resolution using the package topoDistance
(Wang 2019).
v www.esajournals.org

RESULTS
Because similar results were obtained using
topographic distances, we here only present
results based on Euclidean distances, as this measure is the one commonly used in most studies
(Borcard and Legendre 2012). Topographic distance-based results are available in Appendix S1
(Figs. S1–S4).

Global SAC
Environmental predictors.—The global level of
SAC varied from −0.03 to 1 (Fig. 1). Regardless
of the package or the taxonomic group considered, the highest levels of SAC were detected for
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Table 1. Characteristics of the R packages used to assess SAC.

Global measure of
autocorrelation
Statistic used
Spatial
correlogram
(distance classes)
Spatial
correlogram
(spline)
Spatial extent of
autocorrelation
(X intercept)
Local indicator
of spatial
association
(LISA)
Spatial weights

Multivariate
data
Randomization
test
Related
functions

ape

spdep

pgirmess

vegan

ncf

ecodist

ade4

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Moran
No

Moran
Yes

Moran
Yes

Mantel
Yes

Mantel or Moran
Yes

Mantel
Yes

Moran
No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Euclidean
or other
distances
No

Neighborhood
contiguity

Neighborhood
contiguity

Euclidean
distances

No

Yes

Euclidean
or other
distances
Yes

Neighborhood
contiguity

No

Euclidean
or other
distances
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Moran.I

moran.test,
moran.mc,
localmoran,
sp.correlogram

correlog

mantel.correlog,
mantel

correlog,
correlog.nc,
mantel.correlog,
spline.correlog

mantel

gearymoran,
mantel.randtest,
mantel.rtest

No

Note: The package ecodist heavily relies on functions from the package vegan and thus provides identical results in most
cases.

climatic variables (SAC = [0.52, 0.39, 0.54];
SDSAC = [0.22, 0.24, 0.28] for Tmean, Trange, and
Psum, respectively; Appendix S1: Table S2) with
all values being signiﬁcantly different from zero
(Appendix S1: Table S3), while the lowest levels
of SAC were detected for topographic variables
(SAC = [0.10, 0.11, 0.10]; SDSAC = [0.10, 0.10,
0.11] for Slp, Srad, and Topo; Appendix S1:
Table S2). For the latter, SAC levels were not systematically different from zero (Appendix S1:
Table S3). Estimates of SAC varied depending on
the package considered (Appendix S1: Table S2).
Low levels of SAC were obtained using the packages vegan and ecodist, and to a lower extent
using the package ape (Fig. 1, Appendix S1:
Table S2). Higher levels of SAC were obtained
using the packages ade4 and spdep.
Presence–absence data.—The global level of SAC
varied from − 0.1 to 0.6 (Fig. 1). Orthopterans
and reptiles were the groups displaying the highest level of SAC (SAC = [0.16, 0.12]; SDSAC =
[0.12, 0.14], respectively). The remaining groups
presented average levels of SAC below 0.10 with
low standard deviations, suggesting low variation across taxa, regardless of the package
v www.esajournals.org

considered (Appendix S1: Table S2). Nonetheless, despite low SAC levels at the group scale, a
substantial proportion of taxa displayed signiﬁcant levels of SAC in most groups, particularly
when using some packages (Appendix S1:
Table S3). For instance, using the packages spdep
and ape, the average level of SAC for plants was
rather low (0.12), but more than 96% of SAC
measures were signiﬁcant. Using the three other
packages, this proportion was zero.
Community data.—The global level of SAC was
low, regardless of the dissimilarity measure used
(Sørensen or Jaccard) or the package considered
(Appendix S1: Fig. S5). It varied from −0.01 for
amphibians to 0.19 for lepidopterans (Appendix
S1: Table S4).
Residuals from SDMs.—Species distribution
models presented an overall good performance
with 70% (GLM) and 98% (GAM) of species presenting an AUC above 0.7 on the calibration
dataset (Appendix S1: Fig. S6). We found very
low evidence for SAC in model residuals, regardless of the taxonomic group considered, the algorithm used to ﬁt the models, or the package used
to compute SAC (Fig. 1, Appendix S1: Table S2).
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Fig. 1. Global level of SAC measured over the study area for nine taxonomic groups. This assessment was
made using ﬁve different R packages for six environmental predictors extracted at the plots where each taxonomic group was sampled (ﬁrst row), 850 taxa’s presence–absence data (second row), residuals obtained from
850 SDMs ﬁtted with a GAM (third row), and residuals obtained from 850 SDMs ﬁtted with a GLM (last row).

displayed higher levels of SAC (Appendix S1:
Fig. S7). This was particularly the case when
SAC was estimated with the packages ade4 and
spdep with slope coefﬁcients ranging from 0.57
to 0.67, thus indicating that a 0.1 increase in AUC
values would result in a 0.62 increase in SAC, on
average. In contrast, we found weak relationships between SAC estimated on model residuals
and AUC values with a maximum slope coefﬁcient reaching 0.18 (Appendix S1: Figs. S8–S9).

Nonetheless, variation was evident across taxa
and models. For GAMs, the level of SAC varied
between −0.18 and 0.4, while for GLM, it varied
between −0.12 and 0.29. For reptiles and
orthopterans, a constantly non-null proportion of
taxa displayed signiﬁcant levels of SAC when
considering GLM residuals, though in different
proportions depending on the package considered (Appendix S1: Table S3). For all taxonomic
groups, a lower proportion of taxa displayed signiﬁcant levels of SAC when considering GAM
residuals (Appendix S1: Table S3).
Link between model performance (AUC) and
SAC.—We found that both the goodness of ﬁt
and the predictive power of the models dramatically increased when presence–absence data
v www.esajournals.org

Spatial pattern and spatial extent of SAC
Environmental predictors.—Spatial correlograms
showed that the level of SAC was moderate in
the ﬁrst distance classes and rapidly vanished at
a distance of ~10–12 km for climatic variables
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Fig. 2. Spatial extent of SAC over the study area for nine taxonomic groups. The spatial extent of SAC was
measured as the distance at which the level of SAC is equal to zero for environmental predictors, taxa’s presence–absence data, and residuals extracted from two SDMs. This assessment was made using the package ncf
using either spatial correlograms with distance classes or spatial correlograms with splines. Points correspond to
the average spatial extent of SAC, while vertical bars represent the associated standard error. Shaded dots point
to the estimated spatial extent of SAC for each taxa (or predictors depending on the type of variable considered).

group considered (Appendix S1: Table S7).
Nonetheless, large variations were evident across
taxa with levels of SAC varying between, for
example, −0.15 and 0.69 in the ﬁrst distance
class. The spatial extent of SAC ranged from
4 km for protists to more than eight kilometers
for lepidopterans and orthopterans (Fig. 2,
Appendix S1: Table S5).
Community data.—The level of SAC decreased
as the distance between plots increased for all
packages, regardless of the dissimilarity measure
used and the taxonomic group considered
(Appendix S1: Fig. S11, Table S8). The level of
SAC was low in all distance classes using the

and a distance of four to seven kilometers for
topographic variables (Fig. 2, Appendix S1:
Table S5). This pattern was similar across packages, despite differences in the magnitude of
SAC in the different distance classes (Fig. 3,
Appendix S1: Fig. S10, Tables S6–S7).
Presence–absence data.—We found a similar pattern for taxa, but the magnitude of SAC in the
different distance classes was considerably lower
than for predictors and close to zero even in the
ﬁrst distance classes (Fig. 3, Appendix S1:
Fig. S10, Table S6). The proportion of taxa displaying signiﬁcant levels of SAC was low in all
distance classes, regardless of the taxonomic
v www.esajournals.org
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Fig. 3. Spatial correlograms derived from four different R packages presenting SAC levels in discrete distance
classes for nine taxonomic groups. Spatial correlograms were computed for environmental predictors, taxa’s
presence–absence data, and residuals extracted from two SDMs from top to down, respectively. The correspondence with distance classes is as follows: 1 = from 0.968 to 9.06 km, 2 = from 9.06 to 17.1 km, 3 = from 17.1 to
25.2 km, 4 = from 25.2 to 33.2 km, and 5 = from 33.2 to 41.3 km. A similar assessment performed with spline
correlograms using the package ncf is available in the supplementary material (Appendix S1: Fig. S10).

packages ecodist and vegan but higher using the
package ncf (Appendix S1: Fig. S11).
Residuals from SDMs.—The spatial pattern of
SAC was ﬂat and close to zero in all distance
classes, regardless of the taxonomic group considered, the package used, or the model ﬁtted
(Fig. 3, Appendix S1: Fig. S10, Tables S6–S7).
Some variations were evident among taxa with
SAC levels ranging between −0.13 and 0.27 for
GLMs and between −0.17 and 0.57 for GAMs.
The distance at which SAC vanishes was short
with an estimated maximum of 4.4 km for
orthopterans when considering GLM residuals
(Fig. 2). The spatial extent of SAC was lower
when considering GAM residuals.

levels of SAC. Fig. 5 provides an overview of the
spatial clustering of SAC over the study area for
predictors extracted at insects’ sampled plots and
for presence–absence data collected for the species Metrioptera saussuriana and associated SDM
residuals.

Local SAC

DISCUSSION

Considering predictors and model residuals,
the proportion of plots displaying signiﬁcant
level of SAC was low and below 20% for most of
the taxonomic groups (Fig. 4). Nonetheless, considering presence–absence data, some taxa presented a high proportion of plots with signiﬁcant

Complementing the long history of spatial
autocorrelation (SAC) studies, in terms of both
mathematical developments and their applications to data, this study provides a comprehensive assessment of the importance of SAC

v www.esajournals.org

Inﬂuence of the sampling design on SAC
When considering the gridded dataset, SAC
tended to be higher for predictors, and
model residuals, but to be slightly lower for presence–absence data (Appendix S1: Fig. S12). Interestingly, GAMs performed much better than
GLMs in removing SAC from the gridded
dataset.
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Fig. 4. Proportion of plots displaying signiﬁcant levels of SAC for each taxonomic group. Local SAC was measured with local indicators of spatial association using two different R packages for environmental predictors,
taxa’s presence–absence data, and residuals extracted from two SDMs from top to down, respectively.

simultaneously for a large number of taxa, environmental predictors, and residuals from spatial
models relating presence–absence data to environmental predictors (i.e., species distribution
models, SDMs) for a whole study area at the
regional scale. Although in ecology, data are
often thought to be strongly spatially autocorrelated (Legendre 1993, Koenig 1998, 1999, Dormann 2007), here using data for nine distinct
taxonomic groups and 850 single taxa, we
showed that this is not necessarily the case in
rugged mountain landscapes. Despite the fact
that environmental predictors expectedly
showed a substantial degree of SAC, taxa observations were only weakly spatially autocorrelated at the scale of the study area (~700 km2)
and SDMs’ residuals accordingly presented low
v www.esajournals.org

evidence for SAC, supporting a safe use of the
models and of their predictions from that perspective. While the rugged topography of mountains can explain the low prevalence of SAC
highlighted here, we also showed that an appropriate sampling design (here balanced random
stratiﬁed, except for reptiles and amphibians)
allows reducing the prevalence of SAC in ecological data and SDM residuals.
The level of SAC was low across the study area
for most taxa. However, this does not necessarily
mean that SAC is not present because the analyses we have used assume that SAC is homogeneous over the study area (Ord and Getis 2001).
Local indicators of spatial association can be
used to relax this assumption and to detect local
clusters of sites displaying different levels of
11
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Fig. 5. Local indicators of spatial autocorrelation (LISA) over the study area as estimated with the package ncf
for the six environmental predictors (abbreviations are Tmean, annual mean temperature; Trange, annual temperature range; Psum, annual precipitation sum; Topo, topographical position index; Slp, slope; and Srad, potential amount of annual solar radiation) characterizing environmental conditions at the plots where orthopterans
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(Fig. 5. Continued)
were sampled (A–F), for presence–absence data collected for the species Metrioptera saussuriana (G) and for
residuals obtained from two species distribution models ﬁtted to species presence–absence data with the six predictors included as covariates (H–I). The background surface was approximated from LISA values using multilevel B-Splines. Red colors are indicative of positive SAC, while blue colors are indicative of negative SAC. White
colors indicate no SAC. Points indicate the location of sampling plots with white colors indicating non-signiﬁcant
LISA values. Signiﬁcant LISA values are indicated with colors corresponding to estimated LISA values.

correcting the number of degrees of freedom in
statistical analyses (Legendre et al. 2002) or incorporating an auto-covariate term in regression
models (Lichstein et al. 2002, Crase et al. 2012).
Random-stratiﬁed, or other systematic, sampling
designs—as performed for most of the taxonomic
groups considered here—are advocated to prevent SAC across sampling plots (Legendre and
Fortin 1989) and might explain why SAC is generally low over the study area, a desirable outcome when building and projecting species
distribution models (Record et al. 2013, Guélat
and Kéry 2018). The fact that we found higher
SAC levels when considering a gridded dataset
(though still low) conﬁrms that appropriate sampling designs can help prevent SAC in ecological
data.
The low SAC levels can be explained by the
spatial scale of the study area. SAC is expected to
be more pronounced at small spatial scales
(Collingham et al. 2000) where the inﬂuence of
endogenous factors (e.g., dispersal) is more
prevalent than at larger scales (Dormann et al.
2007a, b). However, SAC was here measured
over a relatively coarse spatial scale relative to
the environmental and topographic variability
present in the study area, with an average distance between plots of 15 km. This large distance
implies that the inﬂuence of endogenous processes is likely difﬁcult to detect. By considering
a measure of topographic distance, we attempted
to highlight the inﬂuence of such processes but
obtained similar results to Euclidean distancebased analyses, conﬁrming that these processes
are complex to detect empirically, unless additional data are considered (Mielke et al. 2020).
Our results, however, suggest that SAC is likely
of exogenous origin in this study area. Indeed, if
exogenous factors are driving species occurrences to be more similar than expected by
chance at neighboring plots, then including these
factors in statistical models may considerably
lower or even eliminate SAC in model residuals

SAC (Anselin 1995). Using this approach, we
found that some taxa presented a substantial
proportion of plots with high levels of SAC, thus
suggesting that SAC can be important locally.
The fact that some of these plots displayed negative levels of SAC, while others presented positive levels of SAC explains why the level of SAC
can be low at the scale of the study area. Regarding model residuals, the proportion of plots presenting evidence for local SAC was close to zero,
suggesting that SDMs are, nevertheless, able to
deal with this local clustering of SAC.
Using spatial correlograms, we found that the
level of SAC decreases as the distance between
plots increases and tends to level-off at a distance
of ﬁve to ten km. Except for environmental predictors, where the level of SAC was high in the
ﬁrst distance class, SAC was low in all distance
classes for both presence–absence data and
model residuals, regardless of the distance measure considered (i.e., topographic or Euclidean).
A decrease in SAC as the distance between plots
increases is a common ecological pattern (Koenig
1999, Bell 2001). This phenomenon can be
induced by different mechanisms including
decreased similarity of environmental properties
(Nekola and White 1999), limited dispersal abilities of organisms (Hubbell 2001), and complex
spatial arrangement of landscape characteristics
(Garcillán and Ezcurra 2003). Although the
mechanisms responsible for this pattern are difﬁcult to disentangle, similarly low levels of SAC at
short distances have previously been highlighted
in heterogeneous landscapes presenting important dispersal barriers (Garcillán and Ezcurra
2003). Thus, the heterogeneous nature of the
study area might explain the low SAC highlighted in the different distance classes.
Several methods have been proposed to
account for SAC. These include a priori procedures such as sampling design ensuring sufﬁcient space between plots (Guisan and Theurillat
2000) or a posteriori methods that consist in
v www.esajournals.org
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GLMs usually display good transferability and
although predictive accuracy is usually higher
with GLMs (Randin et al. 2006, Heikkinen et al.
2012, Norberg et al. 2019) we here found that
these two approaches have a very similar predictive performance. Note, however, that an absence
of SAC in model residuals does not imply that
the model is unbiased (Dormann 2007, Dormann
et al. 2007a, b) and additional tests have to be
performed depending on the objective (e.g., normally distributed residuals, multicollinearity
among predictors, predictive accuracy of the
model).
Using different R packages, we found that our
results were generally robust to the choice of the
package used to assess SAC. The spatial pattern
of SAC was similar across packages and all suggested low SAC in model residuals. There were
nonetheless some discrepancies regarding the
magnitude of SAC or the proportion of taxa presenting signiﬁcant levels of SAC both at the scale
of the study area and in the different distance
classes. These discrepancies occurred for different reasons (Table 1). For instance, in the packages vegan and ecodist (the latter is actually
based on the former and both provide very similar results), SAC is assessed using the Mantel’s r
statistic, whereas in the packages ape, spdep,
and ade4, SAC is assessed through the Moran’s I
statistic. Both statistics can be used to assess
SAC and have been shown to display similar
statistical power (Borcard and Legendre 2012).
They nevertheless differ with respect to the null
hypothesis tested: The Moran statistic is testing
for an absence of SAC in the variable of interest,
whereas the Mantel statistic is testing for an
absence of relationship between sample dissimilarities and spatial distance. Even when the same
statistic is used, discrepancies can occur depending on how spatial weights are accounted for.
For instance, while the packages spdep and ape
both rely on the Moran statistic, spdep relies on
a neighborhood contiguity matrix, whereas ape
relies on a matrix of Euclidean distances
between plots. We here used different packages
to assess the robustness of our results but also
because the different assessments performed
cannot all be done with the same package (but
see package ncf; Table 1). Depending on the purpose of the study, the use of one speciﬁc package
may be enough, but whenever possible, we

(Higgins et al. 1999, Fisher et al. 2002, Dormann
et al. 2007a, b, Record et al. 2013). Accordingly,
we found that model performance strongly
increased when presence–absence data displayed
higher levels of SAC while no such relationship
existed with model residuals, thus suggesting
that predictors (which display high levels of
SAC) are efﬁcient in explaining SAC in presence–absence data. Nonetheless, the fact that
some taxonomic groups presenting low dispersal
abilities (e.g., fungi, protists) showed a tendency
to present lower SAC levels than others (e.g.,
orthopterans, lepidopterans) suggests that
endogenous processes might still be at play.
The need to investigate the prevalence of SAC
in model residuals, including SDMs, has been
stressed in several studies (Dormann et al. 2007a,
b, Dormann 2007, Kühn 2007, Kissling and Carl
2008). The presence of SAC in model residuals
could be the result of different, non-mutually
exclusive, processes including the inﬂuence of an
unmeasured and spatially structured environmental variable (i.e., hidden variable) or the
inﬂuence of endogenous processes related to
population dynamics (Dray et al. 2012). While
spatial models incorporating an auto-covariate
term can be used to remove the spatial dependence in model residuals (Lichstein et al. 2002,
Dormann et al. 2007a, b), their use is controversial. A major concern is that models with an
auto-covariate term are poorly transferable in
time and space, because sites where predictions
are to be made can be different than sites used to
ﬁt the models in terms of, for example, landscape
structure or biotic interactions (Guisan and
Thuiller 2005, Segurado et al. 2006; but see
Record et al. 2013). Moreover, it remains
unknown in which circumstances spatial models
provide more accurate estimates of model
parameters compared with non-spatial models
(Kissling and Carl 2008). Here, we found a low
prevalence of SAC in model residuals for the
majority of the taxa, thus suggesting that in our
study, SDMs are likely robust with respect to
SAC (Diniz-Filho et al. 2003; see also Thibaud
et al. 2014 for similar evidence in the same area).
On average, residuals of GAMs tended to be less
spatially autocorrelated than those of GLMs, suggesting that GAMs may be an alternative to
GLMs in case SAC is present in model residuals
(see also Crase et al. 2012). Both GAMs and
v www.esajournals.org
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advise to test SAC using multiple approaches
and metrics.
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